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COACHER ICBRADLEY

POSIT ION
To rise above the masses in today's

highly competitive Sports Performance

& Combat Sports market, it is essential

that when making the decision to join

forces, I must choose wisely in order to

bring uncompromising value to the

 parties involved.  Keeping the customer

experience & profitable outcome

sharply in focus, representing the

highest of quality &  operating from a

position of integrity & elite knowledge &

experience is paramount & 

without exception.

-Coach Eric A. Bradley



COACHER ICBRADLEY

EDUCATION
The heart & soul of every business initiative 

for Coach Bradley is delivering 

first class EDUCATIONAL programming to athletes,

coaches & trainers.

Engineering & preserving the premium athlete is

paramount.

In the world of Combat Sports, it is the constant yet

selfless pursuit of delivering training methods that

develop the algorithm of a fighter that separates 

Coach Bradley from the rest.



COACHER ICBRADLEY

VIS IB IL ITY

In today's marketplace, visibility is key.

Coach Bradley's presence across all social media

platforms is only rivaled by network television.

Team Master Boxing is one of the most watched,

followed & respected stable of fighters 

in the world today.  

Recognized globally in social media as a 

go-to source for Coaches & Athletes alike, Coach

Bradley has earned the respect of the 

aspiring as well as the best in the business.

&  RESPECT

MASTER BOXING

 FACEBOOK PAGE CURRENTLY

REACHING AN AVERAGE OF 6M

EVERY 2 WEEKS..

NUMBERS DOUBLE DURING

MAJOR FIGHT BUILD UPS &

WEEKENDS.

(DOES NOT INCLUDE VIEWS FROM

YOUTUBE OR INSTAGRAM)



COACHER ICBRADLEY

CONNEC

TIONAll of the marketing, advertising or

posts in the world do not equate to

success if there is no connection with

the audience...consistent connection.

Coach Bradley possesses the innate

ability & talent to connect with both

athletes, coaches & trainers alike on a

level like few others on the planet are

capable. It is this connection that

equates to trust, quality & profitability.

When Coach Bradley is in action,

people listen & engage.

 



COACHER ICBRADLEY

EXPERTISE
There is an undeniable separation between 

Coach Bradley and the rest when it comes to teachings, skill set and knowledge.

The body of work, following & engagement on Master Boxing's timeline on Facebook, Instagram or 

YouTube Channels speaks for itself. 

3 generations & 100 years of 

knowledge 

Lead Trainer for Coach Anthony Bradley 

(2004 US Boxing Team)

Head Coach & Trainer to 16 World Champions

Trainer to 4 medaled US Olympians

Regular 

Consistent drive of an average of 250,000 views on his

 POWERHANDS videos per week on Facebook.

Creation of online Master Boxing Academy

Contributor

 

2017 Launch of MB Sports Coach's Circle

https://www.facebook.com/masterboxingllc/


COACHER ICBRADLEY

THE  THING  

Some people that we meet in this lifetime were given

something extra special from the Creator.  

Some call it having a higher insight or instinct, 

a 6th Sense, an extra gear. 

It's difficult to describe in words but you know it when

you see it & you definitely feel it in your bones when

you encounter it.

Coach Eric Bradley naturally radiates it.

NO  NAMEHAS

THAT



COACHER ICBRADLEY

POSIT ION  

You need to believe in your product/service. Without

doubt, this is the most critical component of any

presentation. If you can’t get excited about your

product, how can you expect your customer to

become motivated enough to buy?

IN  THE  MARKET



COACHER ICBRADLEY

TRUSTED  &

You need to believe in your product/service. Without

doubt, this is the most critical component of any

presentation. If you can’t get excited about your

product, how can you expect your customer to

become motivated enough to buy?

REL IABLE  SOURCE


